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THIRTEEN YEARS OF HEAVY QUARK EXPANSION:EXAMPLES FOR ITS PROGRESSAND ITS PROBLEMS�Thomas MannelInstitut für Theoretishe Teilhenphysik, Universität Karlsruhe76128 Karlsruhe, GermanyandCERN, Theory Division, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland(Reeived April 4, 2001)The heavy mass expansion has beome a standard tool that has sig-ni�antly evolved sine its formulation about thirteen years ago. Some ofthe major results of the heavy mass expansion, namely the determinationof Vb (both exlusive and inlusive) and lifetime alulations, are reviewedand some open problems are pointed out.PACS numbers: 12.39.Hg, 12.15.Hb, 14.65.Fy1. IntrodutionThe heavy mass expansion is applied to deay proesses of heavy quarksalready for more than thirteen years. After the early work by Shifman,and Voloshin [1℄ the symmetries that appear in the heavy mass limit havebeen formulated in a lean way by Isgur and Wise in two famous papers[2, 3℄, whih are among the most often quoted papers on phenomenologialpartile physis of the last deade. Based on [1�3℄, one ould obtain relationsbetween form fators whih are used (in a re�ned form) in the ontext ofthe extration of e.g. Vb from exlusive deays.This limit of QCD ould be formulated as an e�etive �eld theory, theso alled Heavy Quark E�etive Field Theory (HQET) [4,5℄. It allows us toput the expansion in inverse powers of the heavy quark mass mQ on a �eld-theoretial basis and thus to treat the radiative orretions in the heavymass limit in a systemati way using the language of Feynman Diagramms.In addition this gives us a way to parameterize the sub-leading terms of the1=mQ expansion in terms of higher dimensional operators.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1857)



1858 T. MannelParallel to this development a desription of inlusive deays has beenworked out [6�9℄, inluding also sub-leading terms in the 1=mQ expansionas well as radiative orretions. The additional piee of input here is touse the operator produt expansion in a similar way as in deep inelastisattering, making use of the fat that the mQ is a sale muh larger than�QCD. Soon it beame lear that these two branhes have to merge into aunique desription whih we now know as the heavy quark expansion.Sine then, many detailed alulations have been performed, and manyreviews have been written, suh that I an quote only a small seletion ofthem [10�14℄. In partiular, the sub-leading (and in some ases even thesub-sub-leading) terms in �s(mQ) have been omputed. Using the datafrom Cornell, whih beame more and more aurate, as well as from thenew B fatories, we have even gained some ontrol over the sub-leading termsof the 1=mQ expansion, whih involves ertain non-perturbative parameters.The main progress triggered by the disovery of the heavy quark sym-metries and the systemati expansion in powers of 1=mQ is in the setor ofsemi-leptoni proesses, exlusive as well as inlusive. As far as non-leptoniproesses are onerned, the heavy quark expansion an be applied to life-times and also to a alulation of the semi-leptoni branhing fration, andsome of the results are brie�y outlined below. However, up to now no signif-iant progress has been made in the �eld of exlusive non-leptoni deays,although here a few new ideas are suggested whih eventually ould lead tosome progress even for this lass of deays [15, 16℄.In this mini-review I shall pik out a few subjets in whih over thelast years a signi�ant progress has been made. I shall disuss the exlusiveheavy-to-heavy deays and the extration of Vb in the next setion, in Se. 3I shall onsider inlusive transitions, inluding the determinations of Vb fromthese proesses as well as a short disussion of the status of the lifetimealulations. 2. Exlusive deaysIt has beome textbook knowledge that in the heavy mass limit theheavy ground state hadrons fall into spin symmetry doublets, orrespondingto the two spin diretions of the heavy quark. Furthermore, in the heavymass limit the heavy quark beomes a stati soure of a olor �eld, whihis independent of �avor. These symmetries have simple onsequenes whihan be expressed in terms of a Wigner�Ekard Theorem, very similar to thease of the well known rotational symmetry.This Wigner�Ekard Theorem implies relations between the form fatorsfor semi-leptoni transitions between heavy mesons, suh as the transitionsB ! D and B ! D�. It is in the meantime ommon knowledge that these



Thirteen Years of Heavy Quark Expansion . . . 1859transitions are desribed by only a single form fator �, the so alled Isgur�Wise funtion, whih depends on the salar produt of the four-veloitiesv and v0 of the initial and �nal state hadrons.Even more importantly, the heavy quark symmetries also yield an abso-lute normalization of the form fators in the heavy quark limit, suh that�(vv0 = 1) = 1:In partiular, one obtains an absolute normalization for some of the formfators relevant in weak deays. The most prominent example is the deayB ! D�`�� where one may ompute the energy spetrum d�=d(vv0) of theoutgoing D�; an extrapolation to the normalization point yieldslimv!v0 1p(vv0)2�1 d�d(vv0) = G2F4�3 ���Vb���2(mB �mD�)2m3D�����A1(vv0=1)���2; (1)where �A1 is one of the axial-vetor form fators whih beomes the Isgur�Wise funtion in the heavy mass limit, thus �A1(vv0 = 1) = �(vv0 = 1) = 1.The mahinery of HQET allows us to alulate or at least parameter-ize the orretions to this relation. The most important property of theorretions is the absene of terms of the order 1=m1. This fat is due toa theorem whih has been known as the Ademollo�Gatto Theorem [17℄ inthe ontext of urrent algebra and has been applied to the ase at hand byLuke [18℄.The radiative orretions to the normalization statement (1) have beenomputed in the meantime to sub-leading order, i.e. O(�2s(mQ)) [19℄, anda omplete BLM re-summation of the terms of order (�0�s)n has been per-formed in [20℄. The result is that the radiative orretions are small, theyhange �A1(1) by �radorrA1 = �0:01 � 0:01 ; (2)where the onservative estimate of the unertainty is given by the size of theO(�2s) ontributions.The terms of order 1=m2 are muh harder to disuss, sine there is yetno systemati way to ompute them. They involve non-perturbative matrixelements whih either have to be modelled or have to be taken from futurelattie alulations. Various estimates have been disussed over the last ten1 The orretions depend in fat on the parameter� = 1m � 1mb ;so the absene of 1=m orretions means that the sub-leading orretions are of theorder �2.



1860 T. Mannelyears, and it has beome lear that early estimates (e.g. [21, 22℄) tended tounderestimate their size. The methods whih are used today to estimate thesize of these orretions are based on a sum rule making use of the zero-reoillimit; from this a typial value is [23, 24℄�1=m2A1 = �0:08 � 0:04 : (3)It is important to notie that the unertainty quoted in (3) is again anestimate whih will probably math the taste of most authors who workedin this �eld. In other words, the unertainty is based on �ommon sense�and, in partiular, annot be interpreted as a statistial unertainty withe.g. a Gaussian distribution. The unertainty quoted in (3) ontains also anestimate of the ontributions of order 1=m3, whih, however, are assumedto be small.A detailed disussion of the entral values as well as of the unertaintiesof the normalization (1) has been performed in the ontext of the BaBarWorkshop [25℄, where the number�A1(vv0 = 1) = 0:913 � 0:007pert � 0:0241=m2 � 0:0111=m3 (4)is given. Although this number represents some onsensus among the theo-rists who partiipated in the BaBar Workshop, onerns have been expressed(see e.g. [26℄), that the entral value as well as the unertainties should bereonsidered. At some oasions lower entral values as well as larger errorshave been used, e.g. in [26℄ a value of�A1(vv0 = 1) = 0:89� 0:08 (5)is quoted and the LEP heavy �avor working group used�A1(vv0 = 1) = 0:89� 0:05 (6)for their analysis.It is important to point out one more that all these values are om-patible within the ranges of unertainties given. Clearly the issue here isthe estimation of the unertainties and their interpretation; even an uner-tainty as large as the one quoted in [26℄ annot be exluded, although itis onsidered to be very unlikely. On the other hand, if the unertaintiesare overestimated, theorists will be on the safe side, but on the expense ofloosing preditive power.In the proess of extrating Vb from an extrapolation based on (1) an-other potential soure of unertainty is the formula used for the extrapolationto the point v = v0. However, the slope of the form fator at v = v0 an beonstrained using dispersion relations [27℄, whih renders this unertaintynegligible.



Thirteen Years of Heavy Quark Expansion . . . 1861Clearly the relevant quantity whih is extrated from experiment is theprodut j�A1(1)Vbj. Fortunately the value of �A1(1) enters multipliatively,so one may always trivially sale out the dependene on the form fatorvalue.The omparison with data and the extration of Vb will be disussed inanother ontribution to these proeedings [28℄3. Inlusive deaysInlusive deays an also be desribed using a 1=mQ expansion. Themain observation is that the heavy quark mass sets a large sale, the preseneof whih an be exploited in a similar way as in deep inelasti sattering,where the large sale is set by the large momentum transfer.The basi ingredient may be understood very easily. The inlusive rateis written as� (B ! X) = XX (2�)4Æ4(pB � pX)hBjHI jXihXjHI jBi (7)= Z d4x hBjHI(x)HI(0)jBi= �2ImZ d4x hBjT [HI(x)HI(0)℄jBi : (8)The e�etive Hamiltonian H for �B = �1 ontains one (anti)bottom quark,whih an be written asb(x) = exp(�imQ(vx)) bv(x) ;where v is the veloity of the deaying B meson. This allows us to makethe dependene of the matrix element on the large sale mQ expliit; i.e.the matrix element involving only the �eld bv may be expanded in inversepowers of mQ.Tehnially this means that one may perform an Operator Produt Ex-pansion (OPE) of the time-ordered produt in (7) suh thatZ d4xT [HI(x)HI(0)℄ (9)= C0O0 + 1mb Xi C(i)1 O(i)1 +� 1mb�2Xi C(i)2 O(i)2 + � � � ;where O(i)n are loal operators of dimension (mass)n and C(i)n are oe�ientsthat an be alulated in perturbation theory.



1862 T. MannelThe rate is obtained by taking the diagonal matrix elements of (9). Thesematrix elements still have a mass dependene (e.g. through the states) whihis expanded in 1=mQ using the tehniques of HQET. After this expansion,the rate is written as� = �0 + 1mQ�1 + 1m2Q�2 + 1m3Q�3 + � � � : (10)First few terms of this expansion have been investigated in detail. Theleading term is in general the deay rate of a free quark, sine the matrixelement entering this leading term is normalized. Thus one reovers theparton model result as the leading term of a systemati expansion. Theontribution �1 vanishes due to a similar argument as it is used in thederivation of Luke's Theorem, and thus the �rst non-trivial orretions toinlusive b hadron deays are of order 1=m2b . In this order, two parametersappear, whih are de�ned by the matrix elements2MH�1 = hH(v)j �Qv(iD)2QvjH(v)i ; (11)6MH�2 = hH(v)j �Qv(�i)��� [iD�; iD� ℄QvjH(v)i : (12)The parameter �2 an be obtained from the splitting within the spin sym-metry doublet for ground state mesons, �2 � 0:13 GeV2, while �1 annotbe easily read o� from the spetrum of heavy hadrons. However, it an bedetermined from the moments of the hadroni invariant mass spetrum ininlusive semi-leptoni deays or the moments of the photon-energy spe-trum in B ! Xs. Both determinations yield a onsistent result whih is inthe range of [29℄ �0:25GeV2 � �1 � �0:1GeV2.These values imply that the non-perturbative orretions in inlusivedeays are indeed tiny, namely of the order of �1;2=m2b = O(1%). However,for the lifetimes these orretions an be enhaned by large fators of 16�2.In any ase, the non-perturbative orretions are muh smaller than theperturbative ones.As far as the parametri dependene of the orretions on the heavyquark mass is onerned, inlusive B deays have an advantage over exlusiveones, sine the orretions are of the order 1=m2b as ompared to 1=m2 inexlusive deays.However, inlusive deays also have disadvantages. In the early days itwas believed that a preise determination of Vb would not be possible dueto the unertainties indued through the dependene on the b quark mass.Naively, this parameter enters in the �fth power suh that even a smallunertainty would make the inlusive deays very unertain.Two fats resue the situation. Firstly, the phase spae of the quark deayalso depends on the b quark (and on the  quark) mass, in suh a way that



Thirteen Years of Heavy Quark Expansion . . . 1863one may re-express the rate in term of the b quark mass and the di�ereneof the b and the  quark mass, whih is known to a better auray, sine itmay be determined from the spin averaged B and D meson masses, up toterms of the order 1=m2.The seond fat is the behavior of the radiative orretions. It has beenobserved that the radiative orretions are large if the mass in the partonialulation is interpreted as the pole mass [30℄. Shematially one obtains� / m5pole�1 + a1�s� + a2 ��s� �2 + � � � � ; (13)with a1 = O(1) and a2 = O(�10), whih means that in this sheme theperturbation series onverges very slowly (if at all). Using instead a shortdistane de�nition msd, one an rearrange the perturbative series suh that� / m5sd�1 + b1�s� + b2 ��s� �2 + � � �� ; (14)where now b1; b2 = O(1).It has been argued in [13℄ that the �MS mass de�nition, as it is usuallyused in perturbative alulations, still does not ensure a good onvergeneof (14), sine it still has an infrared sensitivity. Aording to [13℄ one shouldhose a short-distane mass that involves a hard ut o�, i.e. involves pow-ers of the ut-o�; using suh a mass, taken at a low sale, yields a goodonvergene of (14).Thus various mass de�nitions have been proposed to minimize the un-ertainties indued by the ignorane of the heavy quark mass. One waythat has been proposed and whih niely shows this orrelation between theradiative orretions and the quark mass de�nition is to obtain the quarkmass from heavy quarkonia, i.e. from the spetrum of � states. This al-ulation involves the appliation of NRQCD to the energy of the � (1S)state, assuming that possible non-perturbative (whih means in this asenon-oulombi) orretions are small. This approah, suggested by Hoanget al. [31, 32℄, yields a result of the form:� = G2FjVbj2192�3 �m� (1S)2 �5 0:533(1 � 0:096 � 0:029 + � � �) ; (15)where now the quark mass is replaed by 12m� (1S), whih is known to a veryhigh preision. The expansion parameter is now not �s any more, but theresulting series seems to onverge reasonably well.Clearly, there are also other ways to deal with the interplay of radiativeorretions and the heavy quark mass, but the message of all this is that theinlusive deays b ! `��` are indeed at least ompetitive ompared to theexlusive method desribed in the previous setion, if not leaner.



1864 T. Mannel3.1. Determination of Vb from inlusive deaysAfter these preliminaries on advantages and disadvantages of the 1=mQexpansion in inlusive deays we shall now apply this to the determinationof Vb. This issue has been investigated in some detail in the ontext of theBaBar Workshop [25℄, wherejVbj = �th�BR( �B ! X`��)10:5% �1=2�1:6ps�B �1=2 (16)with �th = 0:0403(1 � 0:030 � 0:024 � 0:025 � 0:012) (17)is quoted; the unertainties are due to higher order radiative orretions,the mass di�erene mb �m, the b quark mass and the orretions of order1=m3b or higher.The latest data on this were given at the ICHEP2000 in Osaka [33℄,whih areVb = (40:66� 0:36)� 10�3 � �1� 0:015pert � 0:010mb � 0:0121=m3b� : (18)It is noteworthy that for both determinations of Vb the unertaintiesare already dominated by the theoretial ones. This relation between theunertainties will beome worse, sine data will improve further over thenext years, while progress on the theoretial side is not foreseeable.Finally one small aveat needs to be mentioned, whih is the use of du-ality in inlusive deays. Clearly, the assumption of parton hadron dualityis the entral point in any inlusive alulation, and most theorists believeit to be a safe assumption. I shall return to this point at the end of thenext setion. This aveat has to be kept in mind when disussing Vb ex-trations from inlusive deays, while the exlusive method desribed in thelast setion is safe against possible duality violations.3.2. LifetimesAnother inlusive quantity whih an be alulated in the framework ofthe 1=mb expansion are lifetimes of heavy hadrons. Sine in the 1=mb ex-pansion the leading term is the free quark deay the leading order preditionfor b hadrons is that�(B0) = �(B+) = �(Bs) = �(�b) = �(b) : (19)Furthermore, the �rst non-perturbative orretions are of order �1;2=m2b andthus very small. In partiular, they are the same for the harged and the



Thirteen Years of Heavy Quark Expansion . . . 1865neutral B mesons and thus a lifetime di�erene an (and will) emerge onlyat the level of 1=m3b orretions and are expeted to be very small. Clearly,perturbative orretions to the free quark deay (i.e. the parton model) areshort distane ontributions and onsequently will also not ontribute to thelifetime di�erene.A lifetime di�erene between the �b and the B meson an in priniplearise already at the level 1=m2b , sine the kineti energy operator is di�erentfor �b and B; in addition, �2(�b) = 0 due to heavy quark spin symmetry.The di�erene between the kineti energies an be estimated by omparingharm and bottom hadrons [34℄[M(�b)�M(�)℄� [ �M (B)� �M(D)℄ (20)= (�1(B)� �1(�b))� 1m � 1mb�+O(1=m3) ;where �M(H) = (M(H0�) + M(H1�)=4 is the spin averaged mass of themesons. From this estimate one �nds that the O(1=m2b) ontribution to thelifetime di�erene between �b and B is as small as 2%.On the other hand, experimentally the lifetime of the �b is signi�antlysmaller than the one of the B meson, by about 20% [35℄. In view of thesmall 1=m2b ontributions, this e�et needs to be explained entirely by 1=m3bor even higher order terms.At order 1=m3b one an indeed identify ontributions whih an be large,depending on the values of the unknown hadroni parameters. These largeterms originate from the fat, that the leading free quark deay is a threepartile deay on the partoni level, while the O(1=m3b ) ontributions thatare sensitive to the spetator have only a two partile phase spae at thepartoni level. Thus, these partiular ontributions reeive an enhanementby the phase spae ratio, whih introdues a fator of 16�2. Shematiallythis is�(B)�(�b) = 1 + 1m3b �a0 + 1mba1 + � � ��+ 16�2m3b �b0 + 1mb b1 + � � �� ; (21)where ai and bi are in general of order one, depending on unknown hadroniparameters. In [34℄ a san over the parameter spae has been performedwith the result that one an marginally �t the data.However, the lifetime ratios is still onsidered to onstitute a problem.If we assume that the harm quark is also heavy, we would need to explainlifetime ratios suh as [35℄:�(D+)�(D0) � 2:5 ; �(�)�(D+) � 0:2 ; (22)



1866 T. Mannelby e�ets of order 1=m3b . Although these data are onsistent with the naivesaling one infers from the 1=mb expansion, one might feel uneasy explainingthese large e�ets by third order orretions.This has motivated the searh for an alternative explanation. First, onemay ask the question if the harm quark is indeed heavy enough to be treatedin a 1=m expansion. However, in appliations of HQET to exlusive deayslike the determination of Vb this approximation seems to work quite well.Another issue that has to be disussed is again the assumption of dualityin these proesses; this has been a very ative �eld in the last few years[36�41℄. Laking a tool to study duality in four dimensions, most of thesestudies were performed in the 't Hooft model, i.e. two dimensional QCD.From these studies it turns out that duality violations are small, at least inthese model studies. Whether this is also the ase in four dimensions is stillopen; in partiular there is no estimate of the unertainties whih have to beassigned to the fat that duality is used in inlusive heavy quark proesses.4. ConlusionsThe heavy quark expansion has beome the standard way to desribeheavy quark deays. It has put the theoretial desription of these proesseson a �rm theoretial basis and makes in many ases models obsolete. Beinga systemati expansion the 1=mQ expansion allows to at least estimate thesize of the higher order orretions. Although the estimation of higher orderterms in most ases depend on model assumptions (a well known ase arethe 1=m2Q orretions in any of the Vb determinations) the 1=mQ expansionis still preferable over using a model from the very beginning. So the 1=mQexpansion is a substantial progress, in partiular in the light of the forth-oming experimental data, whih now an be used to perform a stringenttest of the CKM Setor of the Standard Model.Clearly, over the time the heavy mass expansion has been explored indetail and problems showed up, some of whih have been solved. One prob-lem is the obvious question what the meaning of the expansion parameter is,sine many di�erent mass de�nitions are possible. This question has beenlari�ed in priniple, what remains is to settle, whih de�nition minimizesthe unertainties.Another question whih is not lari�ed yet is whether the harm quarkis heavy and an be treated in the 1=mQ expansion. As far as semi-leptoniproesses are onerned the approximation of heavy harm quark seems rea-sonable, e.g. the inlusive semi-leptoni width of D mesons omes out sat-isfatorily. Clearly, the assumption of a heavy harm also enters the deter-mination of Vb via exlusive deays, where it also seems to work reasonablywell. On the other side are the non-leptoni proesses of harm, where the



Thirteen Years of Heavy Quark Expansion . . . 18671=mQ expansion seems to onverge badly. From this point of view one mightwonder, why this expansion works so well in the semi-leptoni setor. Prob-ably related to this question of the onvergene of the heavy mass expansionis the �b lifetime problem.One of the major hallenges for the 1=mQ expansion are exlusive non-leptoni deays. This lass of deays is very important for the determinationof the CKM angles �, � and , whih are related to the CP asymmetriesin these proesses. Some reent progress in this diretion will be desribedin another ontribution to these proeedings, however as of now no learpiture (e.g. a desription in terms of an operator produt expansion) hasemerged.Clearly, the heavy mass expansion has beome an indispensable toolwhih is essential for the test of the CKM setor and the Standard ModelCP violation. In partiular, if new physis e�ets indeed show up in Bdeays, it is essential to have a good ontrol over the hadroni unertainties,whih makes further development of theoretial methods an important issue.I want to thank the organizers of the onferene for inviting me and forgiving me the oasion to disuss physis in suh a beautiful environmentas the ity of Craow. I also aknowledge support by the German Ministryof Eduation and Researh (bmbf) and by the German Siene Foundation(DFG). REFERENCES[1℄ M.A. Shifman, M.B. Voloshin, Sov. J. Nul. Phys. 47, 511 (1988).[2℄ N. Isgur, M.B. Wise, Phys. Lett. B232, 113 (1989).[3℄ N. Isgur, M.B. Wise, Phys. Lett. B237, 527 (1990).[4℄ A.F. Falk, H. Georgi, B. Grinstein, M.B. Wise, Nul. Phys. B343, 1 (1990).[5℄ T. Mannel, W. Roberts, Z. Ryzak, Nul. Phys. B368, 204 (1992).[6℄ I.I. Bigi, M. Shifman, N.G. Uraltsev, A. Vainshtein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 496(1993).[7℄ I.I. Bigi, N.G. Uraltsev, A.I. Vainshtein, Phys. Lett. B293, 430 (1992).[8℄ A.V. Manohar, M.B. Wise, Phys. Rev. D49, 1310 (1994).[9℄ T. Mannel, Nul. Phys. B413, 396 (1994).[10℄ A.V. Manohar, M.B. Wise, Cambridge Monographs on Partile Physis, Nu-lear Physis and Cosmology Vol. 10.[11℄ N. Isgur, M.B. Wise, CEBAF-TH-92-10; appeared in: Ed. S. Stone, B physis,World Sienti� 158, 1994.[12℄ M. Neubert, Phys. Rep. 245, 259 (1994).
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